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introduction

Indolent. Decadent. Corpulent. Gluttonous. Ignominious.
These are but a few of the descriptions splashed with disdain upon my name. That the blood of the Dragon flows in my veins—while my
person seems so stained—has shamed many for long, long years. Yet there is irony, so ka. Irony in the very fabric of my existence.
Wheels within wheels within wheels. A perfect, never-ending symmetry of lines, circles, and whorls undulating across the Inner Sphere
in a skein few see and fewer comprehend. Not even the legendary cha-no-yu (and the perfection of that ceremony’s garden) performed by
the greatest tea master of the last century—Jiro Ishiyama—on Echo V might compare. Like the lost treasure of Jiro and his craft, I have spent
a lifetime honing my skills. Dissembling. Obfuscating. Falsifying. Most assume the media or my enemies branded me “Uncle Chandy,” yet the
decades-old moniker comes from my own hand. After all, one can never suspect the Smiling Buddha.
There are legion that practice this same craft, from astute businessman to the blackest SpecOps teams of the Houses’ intelligence agencies. Yet mine is a craft not of my own hand, but an apparatus gifted to me as a matriarchal legacy of blood across generations. Backed by
unlimited funds and beholden to no one but my own Honor to the Dragon, I am ensconced in a rather unique position.
Yet, even now, long committed to this course of action, revealing my hand is anathema. Painful. What should have taken mere moments
has consumed days as I struggle to overcome my obsession with standing in the shadows and emerge to the light.
But now it begins.
For long years I have hunted secrets in the dark. I have derived much enjoyment from puzzling over ancient mysteries and discovering
vanished tomes and treasures. Yet I have always striven to protect the Dragon. Even as the Federated Commonwealth was riven with civil war,
I doubted the authenticity of the Word of Blake. I saw how they practiced my own precious art of subterfuge, and I re-allocated vast resources
to discovering their Truth. As the Jihad began to unfold, I was forced to stand idle, my knowledge unused. Knowing that any stolen details
I provided, even to the Dragon, would expose inroads made against the Blakists. Infiltrations would be found and exterminated, a decade’s
work lost. Even with the crown of the Combine embattled and falling, my hands were tied. Many will decry my actions, branding me a traitor
worse than any usurping Von Rohrs. Yet I stayed the course, delving ever deeper to discover the secrets behind the Word of Blake.
I have discovered and verified those secrets. The location of one of their Hidden Worlds. And more. Much more.
With such power in hand it is time to step forward. Time to entrust the power of those secrets to those who will use them with brutal efficacy, while I continue my own clandestine campaign. To accompany those Blake Documents, I am providing a comprehensive document in the
traditional Wolfnet (and ComStar before them) technical specification readout format. The Cutting Edge section documents the latest machines
of war marching off Inner Sphere and Clan assembly lines, while the Age of War section details information discovered within the Hegemony
Memory Core and the current rise of those designs following its comprehensive and rapid dissemination in the early years of the Jihad.
May fate smile upon all of us as we strive against the Word of Blake. As I stand in the light, eyes adjusting to its harshness, I know that I have
signed my own death warrant. And yet even one born to shadows knows giri and must stand against the darkness at the day of judgment.
Honor to the Dragon.
—Chandrasekhar Kurita
31 January 3075
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Hauberk Battle Armor

The Hauberk assault battle armor has its genesis in
Clan Goliath Scorpion’s aquatic Undine battle armor design. With the Word of Blake attacking on all fronts, the
Great Houses desperately sought any and all means of increasing their military output in the hopes of stemming
the tide. As Clan Diamond Shark had already established a
reputation for being willing to sell Clan technology directly
to the Inner Sphere—as was the case with their Mad Cat
II—the Houses discreetly courted the Diamond Sharks in
the hopes they would funnel additional Clan war material
their way.
In the case of the Undine, the Federated Suns made
significant concessions in trade for several suits of battle
armor. Hopes that this new suit could be deployed in the
field quickly were dashed—the Undine’s specialized nature
proved to be tactically limiting. Maintenance problems
(and the high price the Diamond Sharks were asking for
HarJel) also conspired to derail Davion plans. However, it
was felt that the basic chassis, which was more refined than
anything the Inner Sphere had been able to produce to
date, could provide a solid foundation on which to develop
a new assault battle armor that was capable of challenging designs such as the Kanazuchi and Golem. With intense
fighting raging on New Avalon, and the destruction of
other key manufacturing centers by Word of Blake and the
Capellan Confederation forces, the AFFS turned to General
Motors on Salem to develop and build the new battle
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armor. Armed with data spirited out of the NAIS before it
was destroyed, GM had the first prototypes in the field by
3069, and by 3070 the suit was in full-scale production.
The Hauberk’s first taste of combat came just weeks
later on Demeter when the elite McKinnon’s Raiders (also
known as the Fox’s Teeth) raided the Blakist-held world. The
Blakists Ninth Division dispatched Call of the Faithful IIIdelta to deal with the smaller Davion force, but the Raiders
proved to be elusive quarry. When two Level IIs caught up
with the company, it turned out to be a carefully coordinated ambush when a company of Hauberks emerged
from hidden positions to pour missile fire into their rear.
Turning to deal with the battle armor, the Blakists found
the Hauberk to be a difficult target. Caught between the
anvil of battle armor and the hammer of an elite BattleMech
company, the Word of Blake troops were smashed.
As the Federated Suns continues to gain experience
with the new battle armor, Hauberks are being deployed
beside Infiltrator Mk. IIs and standard battle armor suits.
The Hauberk is proving popular with the Crucis Lancers,
Avalon Hussars, and March Militia units lucky enough to
receive battle armor. Deployment of the suit has been limited only by the rate at which GM can turn out new suits.
At first glance the Hauberk looks almost identical to its
parent, the Undine. Although exceptionally slow and unmaneuverable, the battle armor mounts one of the most
potent weapon systems attached to battle armor to date:
a long-range five missile rack on the suit’s torso, just behind
the head. With six salvos of missiles, a squad of Hauberks
are effectively a waddling missile battery with the firepower
to cripple an unwary BattleMech or vehicle. A small laser in
a fixed mount on the right arm provides the Hauberk with
the weaponry to deal with threats at short range. Though
lacking anti-personnel weapons, the suit’s powerful battleclaw makes it dangerous at close quarters.
Offsetting the lack of speed and jump jets, the
Hauberk’s advanced stealth armor allows it to spring devastating ambushes on its foe, while the solid combined arms
tactics of the AFFS enable the suit to escape retaliation.

Many Blakist BattleMechs have been felled by the massed
fire of several Hauberk squads smashing through their
weaker rear armor, while their comrades watched the
Hauberks then race away aboard fast hover APCs before
the surviving Blakists could react. When an opponent
manages to fire at a Hauberk, the value of the thick stealth
armor can be seen in the low accuracy of the hostile fire
and the survival rate of the Hauberks.
Only one variant has surfaced to date, developed during the vicious street fighting in Avalon City. The Hauberk
II replaces the small laser with a small pulse laser, and the
LRM system—all but useless in the point blank urban combat—is replaced with twin Magshot Gauss weapons.
Notable Troopers
Captain Nicholas Scott: Scott started his military career as
a MechWarrior with the First Kathil Uhlans, but injuries suffered during the campaign to eradicate Clan Smoke Jaguar
made it impossible for him to use a neurohelmet. Almost
any other man would have quit the military life, or at least
accepted a post in a non-combat arm of the AFFS, but Scott
chose to retrain as an infantryman.
His previous career has given Scott a unique insight
into how to break BattleMechs, and this skill channeled him
into the armored infantry corps. Assigned to the team testing the prototype Hauberks, Scott has worked closely with
Ross McKinnon in finding new and unpleasant ways to use
the battle armor against the Word of Blake.

Hauberk Battle Armor
Type: Hauberk
Manufacturer: General Motors
	Primary Factory: Salem
Tech Base: Inner Sphere
Chassis Type: Humanoid
Weight Class: Assault
Maximum Weight: 2,000 kg
Battle Value:
70 (Standard)
63 (Hauberk II)
Swarm/Leg Attack/Mechanized/AP: No/No/No/No
Notes: None.
Equipment 		Slots 	Mass
Chassis: 		
0
550 kg
Motive System:
Ground MP:
1
0
0 kg
Jump MP:
0
0
0 kg
Manipulators:
Left Arm:
Battle Claw
0
15 kg
Right Arm:
None
0
0 kg
Armor:
Improved Stealth
5
660 kg
Armor Value: 11 + 1 (Trooper)
				Slots
Weapons and Equipment 		Location (Capacity) 	Mass
Standard
Small Laser		
RA
1
200 kg
Power Pack		
RA
1
25 kg
LRM 5 (6 shots)		
Body
6
550 kg
Hauberk II
Small Pulse Laser		
Power Pack		
2 Magshot Gauss Riles		

RA
RA
Body

1
1
6

400 kg
25 kg
350 kg
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DI Morgan Assault Tank
3073. The Defiance program manager, born on and rescued
from Blair Atholl, idolized Morgan Hasek-Davion and decided to name the design after him. Though some designers
protested, desiring “a more Lyran-centric” name, they could
not form a coherent argument to oppose it, and the name
was officially adopted.

Mass: 100 tons
Movement Type: Tracked
Power Plant: GM 300 XL Fusion
Cruising Speed: 32 kph
Flank Speed: 54 kph
Armor: Durallex Super Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
3 Defiance 1001 ER PPCs
2 Coventry Light Autogun Machine Guns
Manufacturer: Defiance Motors, Defiance Industries
Primary Factory: Tharkad, Hesperus II
Communications System: Neil 6000V
Targeting and Tracking System: Angst Clear View 2AV
Overview
Morgan Hasek-Davion has the distinction of being
one of the few individuals from the Federated Suns side
of the former Federated Commonwealth who is still highly
regarded by the Lyran Alliance. Killed while on a mission to
take the fight to the Clans’ own Homeworlds, Morgan’s legacy was unsullied by the vicious civil war. This was especially
true of systems close to the Jade Falcon Occupation Zone,
who appreciated his efforts to defend their homeworlds.
Based on a partial set of schematics for an upcoming
Word of Blake heavy tank that were smuggled off Hesperus
II, Defiance assigned some its remaining development
personnel to quickly finish it. Several prototypes were produced by the Defiance Motors division on Tharkad in late
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Capabilities
Intended to replace the aging Schrek design, the DI
Morgan was heavier, weighing one hundred tons and carrying an extra-light fusion engine for adequate mobility.
Three extended-range particle projection cannons mounted in the turret give the Morgan impressive firepower at
long range in every arc, something desperately needed
during the Jihad.
Unfortunately, due to the heat requirements of the
main guns, over a third of the DI Morgan’s weight is devoted to heat sinks. This forced Defiance Industries to put
a limited amount of armor on the design, partially compensating for the thin hull by using ferro-fibrous composites.
Deployment
Unlike many of the BattleMech lines of the recently
liberated Hesperus II, which were heavily damaged in the
fighting and saw the associated models licensed to other
manufacturers to sustain production, several of the conventional vehicle line installations were untouched. Defiance
Industries exploited this luck by churning out DI Morgans
as quickly as possible to replenish the horrific losses suffered in the past several years.
DI Morgan Assault tanks, in the original configuration and two variants, are replacing destroyed Alacorns,
Schreks, and Sturmfeurs. Crews have been generally enthusiastic about the new tank, though this is mostly due to
the fact that they believe the appearance of a new design,
conventional or otherwise, is a signal that the tide of war
has finally turned in their favor.
Unfortunately, all the advanced technology mounted
on the tank has made this design quite expensive, precluding smaller commands and militias from being able

to afford the effective design. In response, Defiance has
offered low-interest financing to many of these units, allowing them to access a market that otherwise would be
inaccessible. However, those that have taken this option
seem hesitant about putting their DI Morgans in harm’s
way, fearing having to make payments on something years
after it has been destroyed.
Variants
Defiance Industries has recently begun offering
up two new variants of the DI Morgan Assault Tank. The
LRM variant is meant for customers who prefer more traditional missile carriers. This variant strips out the PPCs
and heat sinks to mount four Artemis-enhanced 20-tube
LRM launchers in a turret, supported by a pair of ER medium lasers. CASE is mounted to protect the crew, and a
C3 slave allows it to connect to any C3 networks that might
be available. Obviously intended to be a replacement for
the Sturmfeur, the DI Morgan presents a significant loss in
armor protection, despite its heavy ferro-fibrous armor.
Another version forgoes the particle projection cannons for a trio of Gauss rifles, a C3 slave, and a targeting
computer. The engine is reduced to a smaller 200-rated XL
Fusion, and two-and-a-half tons of armor are also removed
to make a deadly, if fragile, sniper.
Notable Crews
EisenJäger: Best known for the killing of a particularly ruthless Blakist Precentor during the occupation
of Tharkad, this ad hoc tank formation assigned to kill
prominent Blakist targets took heavy casualties during
that fight, forcing them to dissolve. Noting the need for
prominent successful commands for propaganda purposes, Archon Adam Steiner has recently reformed the unit
as an independent company using the survivors from the
unit’s climatic last battle. The unit has recently shipped
out of Hesperus II to aid in Devlin Stone’s burgeoning
anti-Blakist coalition after the Archon gifted it with a pair
of Gauss-variant DI Morgans.

DI Morgan Assault Tank
Type: DI Morgan Assault Tank
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Movement Type: Tracked
Tonnage: 100
Battle Value: 1,390
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:			
10
Engine:
300		 14.5
Type:
XL Fusion
Cruising MP:
3
Flank MP:
5
Heat Sinks:
45		
35
Control Equipment:			
5
Lift Equipment:			
0

Equipment			Mass
Power Amplifier:			
0
Turret:			
2.5
Armor Factor:
208		 10.5
		
Armor
		
Value
Front
57
R/L Side
41/41
Rear
28
Turret
41
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Tonnage
3 ER PPC
Turret
21
2 Machine Guns
Front
1
Ammo (MG) 100
Body
.5
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LGN-2d Legionnaire

Mass: 50 tons
Chassis: 2A Type 15 Endo Steel
Power Plant: Magna 350 XL
Cruising Speed: 75 kph
Maximum Speed: 118 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: StarGuard II
Armament:
1 Mydron Model RC Rotary Autocannon 5
Manufacturer: Corean Enterprises, Achernar BattleMechs
Primary Factory: Augusta (Corean), Cahokia (Achernar)
Communications System: PCE-4X “Blaster”
Targeting and Tracking System: Reginald Systems TC-A
Overview
In the mid-3060s, just as the FedCom Civil War was
breaking out, Corean Enterprises formulated a new
BattleMech research project. Desiring a heavier version
of the venerable Centurion since the late 3040s, the AFFS
command had never pursued the matter after the Clan
Invasion of the ‘50s. The project was reopened once Prince
Victor returned from the Clan Homeworlds.
After two years of intense testing of a new structural
skeleton, the Legion Project team finally concluded that
a heavier Centurion would not be feasible according to
the parameters set by the AFFS. Rather than discard the
prototype skeleton, the project changed focus to make a
light, fast, effective flanker with the permission of Jackson
Davion and the First Princess.
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When the Word of Blake struck New Avalon in 3068,
the team redoubled their efforts. Because research and
testing facility 44-J2A was a well-kept DMI secret, the Word
was unaware of its existence. The four prototypes were finished quickly and then field-tested in a series of local attacks against the Word of Blake Militia and attendant Fortyfourth Shadow Division. The newly-named Legionnaire
made a name for itself in the critical defense of the Thames
River, turning the tide of the battle against the Word.
One prototype and several data chips of intelligence
were successfully smuggled off world in 3073 and delivered to the Corean facility on Augusta. Only one of the
remaining prototypes survived the siege of New Avalon;
the last one fell during the collapse of Mount Davion and
the Inferno bombings of the Davion Palace that covered
the Forty-fourth Shadow Division’s retreat from the world
in 3074. Two Legionnaires are reported to be undergoing
a complete rebuild and have become icons to the Davion
units remaining on-planet.
Impressed with the battlefield performance and easy
construction of the medium ’Mech, newly promoted CEO
Christopher Thompson immediately saw the value of having such a fast, quick-striking flanker available to beleaguered AFFS forces. However, because Corean had lost several facilities to the Jihad, Thompson struck a partnership
deal with Achernar BattleMechs. Quickly working out the
legalities, Legionnaires were soon walking off the assembly
lines from several Achernar facilities.
Capabilities
Similar in capability and concept to the Steiner
Blitzkrieg, the Legionnaire is the Davion equivalent of a
’Mech centered around a single deadly weapon. By combining the new high-speed rotary cannon with a targeting computer, the Legionnaire is a deadly strike and scout
’Mech. Originally designed to utilize a Beagle probe system
to augment the scouting role, the idea was scrapped after
the LGN-1X prototypes suffered numerous catastrophic
systems failures. A cascade effect in the wiring between the
targeting computer and the probe would crash the combat
computer for critical seconds; one prototype went down
due to an ill-opportune cascade and was subsequently destroyed by a Blakist Toyama.

Deployment
The Legionnaire can be found among the most heavily
damaged of the AFFS line forces. Though not considered a
versatile ’Mech, it is nevertheless well-received by Davion
troops because of the inspiration it provides as a survival
story from the Siege of New Avalon.
Variants
The initial prototype was intended as a scout unit
and mounted a smaller rotary cannon, a Beagle probe,
two extended-range medium lasers, and an additional
half-ton of armor. Corean ultimately selected the LGN2X, the prototype version of Achernar’s official LGN-2D.
There is little difference between the LGN-2X and -LGN2D other than cockpit display placement and slightly
different internal systems.
Corean is pondering other “big gun” variants, especially
the possibility of a larger-bore ultra autocannon paired with
a targeting computer, but has not even built test units yet.
Notable MechWarriors
Leftenant Robert Doucette: A technician and retired
MechWarrior intimately familiar with the Legionnaire and
its capabilities, Doucette is one of the only surviving members originally assigned to Facility 44-J2A. He managed to
escape from Precentor Avitue’s command base, rescuing
another pilot in the process. His inspired defense of the
Corean facility with his LGN-1X earned him the respect of
the late Jackson Davion, who submitted Doucette’s name
for the Sunburst Medal as one of his final actions before the
Field Marshall’s death.
Private Davis Pendelton: Responsible for the last-minute
evacuation of a small forestry camp caught in the path
of the onrushing Forty-fourth Shadow Division during
the final days of the Blakist occupation of New Avalon,
Pendelton managed to delay a Toyama from hitting the
fleeing civilians. Though his Legionnaire was effectively
combat destroyed, AFFS High Command has made it a
priority to repair it from the ground up as a symbol of
Davion perseverance.

LGN-2d Legionnaire
Type: Legionnaire
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 50
Battle Value: 1,386
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:
Endo Steel		
2.5
Engine:
350 XL		
15
Walking MP:
7
Running MP:
11
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
10 [20]		
0
Gyro:			
4
Cockpit:			
3
Armor Factor:
152		
9.5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
16
20
Center Torso (rear)		
7
R/L Torso
12
16
R/L Torso (rear)		
6
R/L Arm
8
14
R/L Leg
12
22
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Critical	Tonnage
Rotary AC/5
RT
6
10
Ammo (RAC) 60
RT
3
3
Targeting Computer
LT
3
3
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Leopard “Pocket Warship”

During the Fifty-second Shadow Division’s raid on
Caledonia in 3073, the newly unveiled Leopard Pocket
WarShip made a lasting impression, breaching the hulls
of the defending Avengers in single salvos. Though the
model was originally thought to be a brand-new design,
intelligence bulletins sent out by Alys Rousset-Marik’s resistance network conclusively proved that these were in fact
a new modification of the Leopard being manufactured
on Clipperton by Irian Technologies. Word of Blake forces
have made no attempt to hide or disguise these vessels
in any shape or form, preferring to use intimidation tactics against civilian transports with these, keeping them in
line while they are stormed by marines. [EDITOR’S NOTE:
Originally based on the Leopard CV, Leopard PWs are now
most frequently based on the standard Leopard, which is
much more numerous than the valuable fighter carrier.]
Unlike most other pocket warships appearing within
the Word of Blake’s ranks, the Leopard is noticeably different than its original configuration. Its stern engine exhaust
ports are slightly larger, the visible result of an enlarged
drive, and an extra two dozen tons of ferro-aluminum
armor have thickened portions of the hull. The most noticeable difference is the large ventral bulge housing the
tele-operated Killer Whale missile launcher, which was simply attached to the belly of the DropShip. The associated
changes to the transit drive’s exhaust port arrangement
to accommodate the launcher are also distinctive to the
trained eye. Due to the ship’s small size, removing all the
’Mech and fighter bays merely provides an eleven-missile
magazine and an elaborate rotary feed mechanism.
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When the Ghost Bears moved on Luthien and Pesht,
it was a group of Leopards that gave the invasion force the
most trouble. The pocket warships would fire a missile way
off course, only to have it turn and strike the targeted craft
in its weakest spot. After losing several ships to these attacks, the Ghost Bears concentrated heavily on the otherwise unimportant-looking vessels, though the Leopards’
heavier armor allowed several more volleys to be fired before the last one was destroyed.
Recently, Rousset-Marik’s resistance movement won
a stunning victory when they infiltrated the Clipperton
shipyards and hijacked nearly half a dozen of these
pocket warships, which were getting ready to be sent to
Protectorate militia. Still painted in Word of Blake colors,
these ships are being used to harass Blakist-affiliated merchant convoys dealing with the supply and fortification of
the Protectorate defenses.
Leopard class
“Pocket Warship” DropShip
Type: Military Aerodyne
Use: Pocket Warship
Tech: Star League
Introduced: 3073
Mass: 1,900
Battle Value: 7,673
Dimensions
Length: 70.2 meters
Width: 53 meters
Height: 24.5 meters
Fuel: 100 tons (4,000 points)
Tons/Burn-day: 1.84
Safe Thrust: 5
Maximum Thrust: 8
Heat Sinks: 70 [140]
Structural Integrity: 12

Armor
Nose: 339
Sides: 254
Aft: 168
Cargo

Bay 1: Cargo (65.5 tons)

1 Door

Life Boats: 0
Escape Pods: 2
Crew: 2 Officers, 4 Enlisted/non-rated, 4 Gunners
Ammunition: 36 rounds LRM ammunition (6 tons), 11
Killer Whale-T Missiles (550 tons)
Notes: Equipped with 54 tons of ferro-aluminum armor.
Weapons:				Capital Attack Values (Standard)
Arc (Heat) Type		Short	Medium	Long	Extreme	Class		
Nose (68 Heat)
2 ER PPC			
2 (20) 2 (20)
2 (20)
—
PPC
LRM 20+Artemis IV		
2 (16) 2 (16)
2 (16)
—
LRM
(12 rounds)
3 Medium Pulse Lasers 2 (18)
—
—
—
Pulse
1 Killer Whale-T 		
4
4
4
4 Capital Missile
(11 Missiles)
FL/FR (34 Heat)
LRM 20+Artemis IV 		
2 (16) 2 (16)
2 (16)
—
LRM
(12 rounds)
2 ER Large Lasers		
2 (16) 2 (16)
2 (16)
—
Laser
Medium Pulse Laser		
1 (6)
—
—
—
Pulse
Aft (20 Heat)
ER Large Laser		
1 (8)
1 (8)
1(8)
—
Laser
2 Medium Pulse Lasers 1 (12)
—
—
—
Pulse

Leopard “Pocket Warship”
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Golem Assault Armor

Clan Ghost Bear began development of the Golemclass assault battlesuit in 3064. Inspired by the Hell’s Horses’
Gnome and the Draconis Combine’s Kanazuchi—two newer
battle armor designs debuted by enemies who attacked the
Ghost Bears’ Dominion in the early 3060s—the Golem was
designed to be the last word in assault battle armor. Though
it took the Bears a long time to produce, this battle armor
has become almost ubiquitous among frontline forces and
many Elemental-heavy Clusters since 3070.
When the Golem finally debuted in September of
3067, the massive battlesuit demonstrated that the Bears
had indeed learned well from their longtime foes in Clan
Hell’s Horses. Weighing in at a massive two tons and layered with enough flame-resistant armor to survive virtually
any conventional weapon (short of an assault-class autocannon or artillery missile), the Golem may be slow, but it
can weather some of the thickest fighting an infantryman
can expect in modern warfare. In close quarters, a pair of
Ghost Bear-made superheavy infantry autocannons (the
Clan’s equivalent to the Hell’s Horses’ “Bearhunter”) makes
it possible for even a lone trooper to make quick work of
conventional infantry by platoon-fulls. Backing up these
arm-mounted guns is a five-tube, detachable advanced
SRM launch system with two shots, ideal for scouring
armor off vehicles, ’Mechs, or even other battle armor.
The Ghost Bears’ efforts to recover from the doubleimpact of the Horses and Combine invasions slowed the
development and eventual widespread production of the
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Golem for several years while ’Mech and aerospace forces
took temporary priority. Battle armor recovery—largely
dominated by proven “standard” Elemental designs—took
slightly longer, but eventually the Golem found its niche.
The Golem’s proven performance eventually inspired
the Hell’s Horses’ variants, the Rock Golem and the Fast
Assault Golem. The Rock Golem, first appearing in 3072,
uses the same basic chassis and armor design as the standard model but drops the “Bearhunter” autocannons and
downgrades the torso launcher to a detachable one-shot
standard SRM-5 system. The arm weapons, replaced now
with heavy recoilless rifles, use the Horses’ new detachable
weapon pack (DWP) system to offset their load on the suit’s
design, producing a significant loss in the armor’s mobility
as a result. The increased range and hitting power of the
rifles against armored targets, however, makes the Rock
Golem a challenge few can ignore.
The Fast Assault Golem, also developed by the Horses,
is an even more radical design in which the fire-resistant
armor is swapped out for standard battlesuit plates, and the
ground motive systems have been lightened in favor of a
boosted jump jet system. This Golem variant uses the same
detachable missile pack used on the Rock Golem but carries
only a single standard machine gun in its right arm, while the
left sports a generic anti-personnel weapon mount.
For their part, the Ghost Bears have not introduced
any new variants of their own Golems. Instead, a completely separate design—apparently intended for secondline deployment—dubbed the Rogue Bear clearly uses the
Golem’s basic chassis as a template.
Notable Troopers
Jaszko: Star Commander Jaszko (of the Vong Bloodhouse)
has had a checkered career in Clan Ghost Bear. Once seen
as something of a ristar, Jaszko was assigned to the Third
Claw Cluster of Zeta Galaxy (the Claws of the Ghost Galaxy)
after the war between the Dominion and the Draconis
Combine. A Point Commander whose Dominion-Combine
war record included two ’Mech kills and over a dozen battle

armor kills, Jaszko earned a place in the same Trinary as a
fellow war hero, Star Captain Jake Kabrinsky.
The two warriors, according to sketchy reports, took
an instant dislike to each other and clashed often both
on and off the field. During the 3068 Hell’s Horses raid on
Rasalhague, Jaszko’s Point was noticeably and inexcusably
late in lending vital support that might have prevented a
great deal of damage and the Horses’ capture of Kabrinsky
himself (who, it turns out, was the primary objective of the
attack). His career stained by this act, Jaszko was reassigned
to the Ghost Bear Watch.
In 3074, Jaszko’s sector of the Ghost Bear Watch was
called upon to investigate a possible Word of Blake terror
cell operating among Radstadt’s weak anti-Dominion resistance. But when the “terror cell” turned out to be a Word of
Blake Shadow Division, the simple investigation quickly became a war for the planet. It was during this brutal fighting
that Jaszko managed to obtain access to a Golem battlesuit
and fought with several Manei Domini ground troops.
Critically wounded when enemy forces ultimately
overran him, Jaszko barely survived to be evacuated from
Radstadt, and he required extensive reconstructive surgery that included prosthetic implants. In the course of his
recovery, Jaszko—burning with a newfound thirst for revenge—also demanded to take on EI neural implants and
successfully lobbied to return to the field as a warrior again.
As of this writing, he reportedly serves with the Ghost Bear
forces currently assailing Word of Blake positions across the
Draconis Combine and has personally claimed the lives of
over a hundred known Blakist troops and their supporting
mercenaries—but some of his superiors have voiced alarm
about what appears to be growing signs of early mental
breakdown attributed to Jaszko’s implants.

Golem Assault Armor
Type: Golem
Manufacturer: Bergan Industries BA Annex, Transitional Facility A-4
	Primary Factory: Alshain (Ghost Bear), Mobile (Hell’s Horses)
Tech Base: Clan
Chassis Type: Humanoid
Weight Class: Assault
Maximum Weight: 2,000 kg
Battle Value:
125 (Standard)
113 (“Rock Golem”)
73 (Fast Assault)
Swarm/Leg Attack/Mechanized/AP: No/No/No/No
Notes: The Fast Assault Golem may mount a single AP weapon weighing up to 10
kg. The Rock Golem has 1 Ground MP when carrying detachable weapon packs,
and returns to 2 Ground MP when the weapons are dropped.

				Slots
Weapons and Equipment 		Location (Capacity) 	Mass
Fast Assault
Machine Gun		
RA
1
100 kg
Detachable SRM-5 (One-Shot)		
Body
3
110 kg
AP Weapon Mount		
LA
1
5 kg

Equipment 		Slots 	Mass
Chassis: 			
700 kg
Motive System (Standard/”Rock”):
Ground MP:
2		
160 kg
Jump MP:
0		
0 kg
Motive System (Fast Assault):
Ground MP:
1		
0 kg
Jump MP:
2 (3)		
625 kg
Manipulators (All):
Left Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
0 kg
Right Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
0 kg
Armor (Standard/”Rock”): Fire Resistant
5
540 kg
Armor Value: 18 + 1 (Trooper)
Armor (Fast Assault):
Standard		
450 kg
Armor Value: 18 + 1 (Trooper)
				Slots
Weapons and Equipment 		Location (Capacity) 	Mass
Standard
Bearhunter Superheavy AC		
LA
2
150 kg
Bearhunter Superheavy AC		
RA
2
150 kg
Detachable Advanced SRM-5
(2 shots)		
Body
5
290 kg
Rock Golem
Heavy Recoilless Rifle
(Detachable Weapon Mount)		
Heavy Recoilless Rifle
(Detachable Weapon Mount)		
Detachable SRM-5 (One-Shot)		

LA

1

245 kg

RA
Body

1
3

245 kg
110 kg
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Jupiter
was eagerly embraced by the warrior’s of the secondline units defending these worlds. When the Hellion assault began, it faced Falcon worlds bolstered with newly
upgraded garrisons; many PGCs had their firepower increased exponentially, which gave the Falcons the capability to deliver devastating damage in the defense of
their Periphery border.

Mass: 100 tons
Chassis: Olivetti Stage 9
Power Plant: Gorvachs 300 XL
Cruising Speed: 32 kph
Maximum Speed: 54 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: Raydient Series 5
Armament:
2 Type XX Extended Range PPCs
2 Series IV Long-Range 15 Launchers
4 Type DL Ultra-5 Autocannons
Manufacturer: CJF Factory Zone 4
Primary Factory: Erewhon
Communications System: Raptor X-T Type iii
Targeting and Tracking System: Goshawk E-Series
Overview
Looking for a way to jump-start new production, Khan
Pryde tasked the Scientist and Technician Castes to develop
a new second-line assault ’Mech that would form the backbone of the Falcon’s garrison clusters. The new design had
to be resource-friendly and ready to go online by 3070.
The Jupiter came about quickly—suspiciously so.
Rumors from the Falcon Zone suggested that the scientist caste had already developed such a design and was
playing politics with the warriors before revealing it in late
3067. Production was slated to begin after a new factory
complex was finished on Erewhon.
Jupiters began appearing in large quantities along
most of the Periphery border in 3068, and the model
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The design has become a favorite with many garrisons stationed on worlds with heavy urban and industrial targets.
In recent months, rumors have surfaced among Lyran
Intelligence regarding a new Jupiter variant that mounts
dual Hyper-Assault Gauss rifles. Paired with a set of Ultra autocannon 10s, this design is capable of dealing out a massive amount of devastation in one volley. This new variant
would seem more at home among Horse units; why such a
curious assault platform is being seen only among Falcon
forces has many intel analysts scratching their heads.

Capabilities
Made of entirely of local resources, the Jupiter is a
solid design capable of withstanding and dealing intense
punishment for a significant amount of time. Utilizing a
long-range paradigm that mixes PPCs and lighter caliber
autocannon with the “spike collar” Goshawk sensor suite,
which can be raised or lowered depending on battlefield
conditions. Many Falcon warriors enjoy standing off and
blasting down opponents at range. During the Hellion invasion, it was not uncommon for a Star of these ’Mechs to
skyline a ridge and cut down Hellions by the Flurry before
they reached spitting distance. Due to its incredible battlefield success, demand for the Jupiter among Falcon warriors
has increased greatly, even among frontline Clusters, with
rumors of warriors conducting Trials for the right to pilot
the Cluster’s small allotment.

Loremaster Brian Pryde: Commander of Clan Jade
Falcon’s Alpha Galaxy, Pryde was recently tapped as the
unofficial successor to Loremaster Kael Pershaw, who perished during a Falcon assault into the Periphery in 3072.
Specially groomed by the shrewd head of the Watch before
his heroic demise, Pryde still retains command of his adhoc Galaxy (of which he is the only Bloodnamed warrior,
by the Khan’s initial decree). Pryde is cunning and ruthless
in battle; one unconfirmed report mentioned an incredible
solo stand against an entire enemy Star of ProtoMechs that
lasted all of ten minutes.

Deployment
Before the “Hellion Tantrum,” Jupiters were mainly
found among Clan Jade Falcon’s garrison clusters. Few
early Jupiters made it back into the Homeworlds before
the Falcons shut down their shipping lanes in the Deep
Periphery after crushing the Hellions. With few exceptions,
the new assault ’Mech has remained primarily a Falcon
weapon, with the Clan winning every Trial issued for it.
Strangely, Jupiters were reportedly seen in a dubious Hell’s
Horse attack that hit Thule in August 3073. How and why
the Horses acquired the assault ’Mech remains to be seen,
since the Falcons are adamant in their claims of having
never lost a Trial for it.

Galaxy Commander Dorcas Helmar: Quickly taking
command of Rho Galaxy after Lizabet Danforth fell to
the Hellions on Winfield in 3072, Helmar proved himself
an astute warrior and ristar in the Falcon counterattack.
Challenging the Hellion’s Delta Galaxy to a Trial, Helmar
took on Galaxy Commander Damon Hawkins and his entire
command Star. Despite the Hellion’s dubious use of zellbrigen in the ensuing battle, Helmar managed to put down
all four ’Mechs and a point of Sylph battle armor with nearsurgical precision. Impressed with Helmar’s warrior spirit
and determination, Khan Marthe Pryde has since rotated
the entire Galaxy to Sudeten in order to augment Falcon
defenses against a possible Blakist counterattack.

Variants
One common variant of the Jupiter sacrifices some
ranged firepower for mobility and heavy hitting power.
Swapping out the four Ultra AC5s for dual Ultra AC10s and
jump jets gives the Jupiter 2 extra punch in closer range.

Notable MechWarriors

Jupiter
Type: Jupiter
Technology Base: Clan
Tonnage: 100
Battle Value: 2,784
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:
Endo Steel		
5
Engine:
300 XL		
9.5
Walking MP:
3
Running MP:
5
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
17 [34]		
7
Gyro:			
3
Cockpit:			
3
Armor Factor:
307		 19.5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
31
46
Center Torso (rear)		
16
R/L Torso
21
32
R/L Torso (rear)		
10
R/L Arm
17
34
R/L Leg
21
42
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Critical	Tonnage
Ultra AC/5
RA
3
7
Ultra AC/5
RA
3
7
Ammo (Ultra) 40
RT
2
2
ER PPC
RT
2
6
LRM 15
RT
2
3.5
Ammo (LRM) 8
RT
1
1
ER PPC
LT
2
6
LRM 15
LT
2
3.5
Ammo (LRM) 8
LT
1
1
Ammo (Ultra) 40
LT
2
2
Ultra AC/5
LA
3
7
Ultra AC/5
LA
3
7
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chrysaor

Mass: 6 tons
Chassis: MED-6
Power Plant: Stark 55
Cruising Speed: 64 kph
Maximum Speed: 97 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: PolyCarbide 90
Armament:
4 ER Micro Lasers
Manufacturer: CBS Reserve Industriplex-2,
CSR Aeroyard Gargain
	Locations: York, Bearclaw
Communications System: SqwakBox 67
Targeting and Tracking System: BloodEye 3.2
Overview
Clan Snow Raven and Blood Spirit worked together
to get their ProtoMech lines running, starting with the
Chrysaor. However the design turned out to be an engineering challenge, and it didn’t reach production until after
the Cecerops had already hit the field. Its first appearance
was not a blazing success, either, initially being blamed for
the debacle on Arcadia. Since then its battlefield success
has redeemed the design, though some warriors will likely
never accept a ProtoMech.
Capabilities
The Chrysaor is a solid design. With a top speed of
nearly 100 kph it can keep pace with most ’Mechs and
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ProtoMechs. Nearly a ton and a half of armor keep it protected from smaller weapons, though most determined
BattleMechs could quickly kill the Chrysaor. At short range,
the four ER micro lasers can add up to quite a potent strike.
Combined arms units that have given up on zellbrigen will
often use their larger units to hammer the enemy and then
let a Point of Chrysaors use their score of lasers to find the
holes and finish them off, while the larger unit can move on
to the next unit.
When the Blood Spirits attacked Arcadia seeking to
restore their original conclave, Chrysaors were among the
units deployed. Comprising an entire Trinary in the 171st
Crimson Guards under Suzanne Church, the machines were
a great asset for the Clan. Church treated the Chrysaors as
“super Elementals” rather than use them as ProtoMechs.
They were overkill when used against enemy Elementals,
and their mobility was wasted when used in tight areas
with little clear ground. Church blamed the Chrysaors
when chastised for her delay in accomplishing her goals.
With the Clan already split and slow to accept the concept
of ProtoMechs, it looked like the end for the Chrysaor.
However, a Chrysaor pilot, Andre, challenged Church to a
Trial of Grievance over her statements. Since the challenge
was issued in front of other Star Colonels and her troops,
Church could not hope to turn down the challenge and
retain any sense of honor. Despite fighting augmented,
Church fell to Andre’s clever use of tactics, and he not only
won the Trial but also displayed the ability of the Chrysaor
at the same time.
Deployment
Both Blood Spirit and Snow Raven use the design liberally in their ProtoMech units. The Ravens have been exporting some of them to their Inner Sphere operations recently.
This led to a shipment, a full Star of Chrysaors, being raided
by unknown pirates suspected of operating out of Antallos.
Where these will end up is an interesting line of conjecture.
Diamond Shark merchants have also appeared bearing the
Chrysaor, likely purchased at rock-bottom prices following
erroneous reports of a poor showing on Arcadia prior to
Andre’s trial. These have since trickled to the Clans in the
Inner Sphere, though the Diamond Sharks have kept a
point for themselves as a demonstration unit.

With the Snow Raven fleet primarily deployed to
the Inner Sphere, other Clans have taken advantage of
this to take territory from them. Clan Goliath Scorpion
attempted to get a foothold on Circe and engaged the
Second Raven Garrison Cluster. Anticipating weak resistance from their ground forces, the Scorpions were initially pushed back as the Chrysaors hit them unexpectedly hard. Scorpion defense found early success by using
battle armor to hold the ProtoMechs off. The missile fire
of the Elementals outranged the Ravens’ weaponry, and
they moved out of cover to finish off the job. The Raven
forces used their superior mobility, however, to encircle
the Scorpions and tear into them with their lasers. Low
on ammo and outmatched in firepower, movement,
and armor, the Scorpions made a costly retreat through
the Raven forces. The Ravens moved in for the kill, but a
Griffin IIC from the 3rd Scorpion Seekers arrived unexpectedly to decimate the Ravens.
Variants
A close-combat version of the Chrysaor was introduced that replaced the quad lasers with dual micro pulse
lasers. The reduction of the power and heat dissipation
systems allowed five jump jets to be added, giving the
Chrysaor 2 much improved mobility.
Notable Pilots
Star Commander Andre: Since being promoted for his
successes on Arcadia, Andre has risen quickly, aided by
ProtoMech supporters in the Blood Spirits. He favors
fighting slower, much heavier ’Mechs where he can use
his Point’s mobility to continually flank the heavier opponent. If forced to deal with other ProtoMechs, he generally attacks smaller units, using his heavier armor to
his advantage.

chrysaor
Type: Chrysaor
Technology Base: Clan ProtoMech
Tonnage: 6
Battle Value: 174
Equipment			Mass(kg)
Internal Structure:			
600
Engine:
55		 1500
Walking MP:
6
Running MP:
9
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
4		 1000
Cockpit:			
500
Armor Factor:
28		 1400
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
2
3
Torso
6
10
Main Gun
—
—
R/L Arm
2/2
4/4
Legs
4
7
Weapons and Ammo	Location		Mass (kg)
1 ER Micro Laser
RA		
250
1 ER Micro Laser
LA		
250
2 ER Micro Laser
T		
500
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age of war
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sing the term Age of War as the title of this section is not completely accurate, as some of the designs noted here premiered after that time, including some not seen until the fall of the Star League centuries later. The bulk of this information, however, deals with this important time that saw the birth of the BattleMech and the transition of primitive combat technologies to modern developments.
To fully appreciate this document and its contemporary relevance, one must delve deep into ancient and even obscure history.

the terran alliance
The formation of the Terran Alliance heralded massive strides in scientific endeavors. However, the rift between the haves and have-nots threatened the first global government as smaller countries felt
eclipsed by the most powerful nation-states. The initiation of the Deimos Project, which culminated in the development of the Kearny-Fuchida jump drive, only worsened the situation. Though most of the resources
and funds required for the project were drawn from the wealthier nation-states, their smaller counterparts felt the increased taxes much more sharply. The success of the Deimos Project and the opening of interstellar space to colonization neutralized the discontent—at least for a while—as many seized the opportunity to escape the “Alliance yoke.”
However, early colonization reheated the simmering discontent. Terran Alliance representation was based upon wealth and population, and the United States of America, as one of the top five most populous
nations and possessing a high per-capita wealth, was able to exert extreme pressure on the Alliance government. It contributed to both the best and worst aspects of the Deimos Project, and the USA’s influence
allowed it to colonize some of the choicest worlds near Terra.
Expansion continued unabated for the next century. However, the heavy-handed tactics of the Alliance—instigated by its most powerful member states—finally resulted in disaster as the outlying colony
world of Denebola declared independence in 2236. Alliance attempts to put down the rebellion were an unmitigated disaster and resulted in a new, conservative party gaining control; they immediately severed all
ties with colonial settlements more than thirty light-years distant. The harsh restrictions enacted by the isolationists created the first Exodus, with a mass wave of citizens fleeing tyranny.
This downward spiral only worsened. By 2310 the Alliance was tearing itself apart, with the representative nations using their power to back various Alliance government parties, all at war. Sickened by the
divisiveness of such nation-state machinations, Admiral James McKenna seized power and set about destroying all vestiges of such nations and their destructive nationalism, though some survive even to this day as
a semi-distinct provinces of ComStar’s Branch of Terran Affairs. But the separation of powers between Terra’s nations and its world government was firmly eradicated as McKenna forged the new Terran Hegemony.

nation-states vs. culture
An example of McKenna’s changes is found in the United States of America and its efforts to colonize many of the best worlds nearest Terra, which forced other nations to travel much further afield to find
colony worlds. Members such as France and Great Britain established colonies in the region of space that would eventually form House Davion; China and Russia in the region of space that would form House Liao;
Germany in the region that would form House Steiner, and so on. However, that very distance from Terra meant that the bonds of nationality, once sundered by the founding of the Terran Hegemony, quickly died.
Yet the cultures survived, flourished, and were eventually adopted across the Inner Sphere, surviving as the bedrock of the Great Houses.
In bitter contrast to the Terra-shaping power of the culture of the USA, most Americentric colonies were at ground zero for the destruction of the early Succession Wars; these staunchly pro-Hegemony worlds
were not ready to accept “foreign” (House) leadership following the collapse of the Hegemony and the SLDF Exodus. By seizing the best and choicest colonies close to Terra, Americans put themselves on the most
contested planets of the Succession Wars.

New dallas
By the 2350s the Terran Hegemony was firmly established, with a new Director-General at its helm. With a desire to continue remaking the Terran Hegemony along James McKenna’s vision of a “repository of all
mankind’s knowledge and compassion,” Michael Cameron instituted numerous programs, but three are the most significant.
The first was the creation of the Hegemony Research Alliance Department. The efficiency of the program and the Director-General’s commitment of the entire state to the advancement of science would see
the Hegemony lead the Inner Sphere in technology for centuries to come. His second grand reformation, in 2351, was the re-instituion of the nobility system from medieval Terra; this system eventually swept
the Inner Sphere and become the de facto system of rule (albeit with myriad flavors). His final project, started in 2353 and often ignored by most histories, was to restart colonization within his own borders; since
Cameron was no longer willing to wage war to acquire planets, colonization was the only available means of growth. Yet the vast majority of easily settled worlds in the region were long since taken. With the knowledge obtained through the successful terraforming of Mars and Venus, however, colonization of previously ignored, marginally habitable worlds began. This ensured that the vast terraforming workforce not only
remained employed but expanded.
While the forward-thinking James McKenna and Michael Cameron won over the lion’s share of Terra’s population despite the dismantling of previous nations (or perhaps because of it—Terrans had grown sick
of two centuries of Alliance abuse), some local regions managed to retain their collective cultures. While not actively anti-Hegemony, the old USA remained one such region. In an effort to appease the perception
that ancient cultures were being steam-rolled—while likely secretly hoping the move would finally eliminate old-fashioned nationalism—Michael Cameron allowed a large portion of those same citizens to choose
worlds he would “turn into paradises.” New Dallas was founded in 2354, colonized primarily by a USA subregion called Texas.
The carrot approach became an institution in Hegemony bureacracy. As citizens of New Dallas (and a few others) stubbornly refused to abandon their Americentric culture, the Hegemony continued efforts
to bind the world to itself. This included ensuring the world’s militia was one of the first in the Hegemony—outside of the HAF—to obtain BattleMechs. As modern BattleMechs reached full production, New Dallas
received allotments of those designs. In a gesture typical of an era where BattleMechs were rare and valuable, New Dallas built a large “boneyard” bunker and mothballed the ancient designs instead of scrapping
older machines when bequeathed new ones.
By the fall of the Star League, the bunker and its contents were forgotten. During the First Succession War, New Dallas refused to side with a House, indicative of their generation’s loyalty toward the Hegemony,
which was tempered in the crucible of the Amaris Coup. New Dallas established a stiff resistance thanks to its continued access to cutting-edge military machines right up to the start of the conflict, and the Great
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Houses resorted to nuclear weapons to annihilate those Royal Regiment-quality machines. The use of weapons of mass destruction also destroyed the planet’s terraformed ecology, and the world’s native environment quickly took over. By the Second Succession War, New Dallas had completely reverted to its original environment, and citizens not killed during the horrors of the First Succession War left in droves. The system
fell off star charts and into history.
Information gathered by Chandrasekhar Kurita’s intelligence apparatus—supplemented with additional data gleaned by Interstellar Expeditions—pointed towards the concept of Terran Hegemony planetary
militias being outfitted with the finest equipment available at the height of the Star League. Under Chandrasekhar’s orders, the Devil’s Brigade mercenary unit mounted an expedition. Yet only wasted landscapes
remained, since the machines had fought on the frontlines against the invading Houses. The ancient boneyard bunker, however, was discovered. At the bunker’s heart lay a Hegemony Memory Core with full data
specs on a host of original war machines, including those built by the various Great Houses and even the Periphery—a testament to the Hegemony’s intelligence operations.

New proliferation

The proliferation of the Hegemony Memory Core followed a very different path from that of the Helm Memory Core found at the start of the Fourth Succession War. The Helm Memory Core only found its way
into House governments and what copies somehow proliferated beyond those limits were hunted down and destroyed by a zealous ComStar. With that history as a sterling example of what might happen to this
data, Chandrasekhar moved to ensure it would be available to everyone in equal measure. Using every asset at his disposal—propagation through HPGs, data sent via merchant JumpShip captains, and even blackbox technologies—Chandrasekhar was determined that history not repeat itself.
That widespread dissemination of information created startling results in the few years since its discovery. Complete access to free BattleMech schematics on antiquated designs has meant very little to the
monolithic interstellar corporations such as IrTech, DefHes, LAW and others. With dozens of advanced ’Mech designs rolling off assembly lines on numerous worlds, such information is irrelevant. Even relative newcomers like Norse-Storm and J.B. that have snagged larger government contracts and established a reputation for cutting-edge design find this data to be only of historical interest.
However, two interesting trends have emerged.

Re-Emergence

The first surrounds smaller corporations, usually building limited numbers of IndustrialMechs—or parts of IndustrialMechs—such as Iroquois Machinery Limited or N&D WorkMechs. Such corporations lack the
funding or clout to land even small military contracts that might allow them to bootstrap into the production of military equipment. And with ruthless corporations such as IrTech (they are renowned as the worst,
but all mega-corporations fall within this category) ensuring that full BattleMech specs are kept under tight lock and key, small-scale companies are stymied.
However, the data in the Hegemony Memory Core—combined with the uncertainly of the current Jihad and the threat of an attack from any quarter, no matter how buried a world is in the interior of a Great
House—has become a catalyst for the re-emergence of these machines. Small corporations have leveraged the opportunity to secure funds from uncertain nobles and upgrade their production lines. With ancient
designs that are often similar to IndustrialMechs, re-tooling is usually quick and cost effective. What’s more, companies have used the proliferation of new technologies and weapons over the last decades to
create upgrades of ancient BattleMechs. While these machines might not stand toe-to-toe with the newest ’Mech walking off an interstellar conglomerate’s assembly line, they can still be dangerous on the
modern battlefield.

RetroTech

Another interesting trend (coined “RetroTech” by the MRBC) is also emerging. Some worlds, lacking the infrastructure, resources, and skills required to build full production BattleMechs, have produced primitive BattleMechs from these schematics; designs akin to the Mackie, Icarus and other famous “first BattleMechs.” (Some third-tier ’Mech production facilities, in an effort to feed the monstrous demands of the Jihad,
have also initiated production of primitive ’Mechs, preferring quantity over quality.) Barely more sophisticated than armed IndustrialMechs, such machines fall below even the most ancient BattleMechs. Yet they
provide a sense of security that worlds are desperate to acquire during these dark times. And with the reduction of central authority through all the Houses—whether real or perceived—worlds seize upon drastic
measures when they cannot find security from House Lords.
One might argue that this empowering of local nobility and planetary militias will slow the spread of the Blakist Protectorate, the Jihad, and will eventually topple the Word of Blake. While this is a goal worth
any measure, one must believe that planets so emboldened will not settle easily back into docile acceptance of a House Lord’s absolute rule come the end of this horrible war.

In conclusion

It is unlikely that the Hegemony Memory Core will result in the universe-shaking discoveries of its Helm progenitor. However, with the re-emergence of so many of these designs in unlikely quarters, it is important to be aware of their history and capabilities.
Perhaps the most notable element of the memory core is irrefutable proof that information found within ComStar’s Technical Readout: 2750 document was in error—at least in the sense that ComStar incorrectly listed those units as the height of Star League miltech (whether this was oversight or deliberate may never be known). The introduction to the Terran Hegemony section of this document provides brief specifics—
gleaned from the Core—on advanced variants of some of the designs fielded by the Royal Regiments of the SLDF (not to be considered comprehensive, as the depths of the Core still have not been unlocked). That
we have begun to see such designs within the ranks of the Word of Blake is particularly troubling.
I’ve organized the information within this section along star empire lines, as such distinctions were crucial to the genesis and manufacture of these machines of war. The majority of the text of each entry centers upon the historical significance of each machine. However, I’ve appended appropriate upgrade notes to various units to account for known instances of re-emergence and RetroTech.
—Kyn Johannson
HTE Marketing and Research

MSK-9H Mackie
assault ’Mechs

Mass: 100 tons
Chassis: Ford Super H QWA5
Power Plant: Vlar 300
Cruising Speed: 32 kph
Maximum Speed: 54 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: Starshield with CASE
Armament:
2 Donal PPCs
1 Imperator Zeta AC/20
2 Starflash Medium Lasers
Manufacturer: Skobel MechWorks
Primary Factory: Terra
Communications System: Dalban Comline
Targeting and Tracking System: FOI ScanSys VII
Overview
The MSK-5S Mackie thundered onto battlefields and into
history books in the mid-twenty-fifth century, forever changing warfare. It took over twenty of Terra’s best weapons firms
to turn IndustrialMech technology, then a century old, into the
revolutionary armored vehicle. And the Mackie was not just
revolutionary—it proved to be a workhorse. By the dawn of
the twenty-sixth century, the theft of the Mackie’s blueprints
had spread the design to every Inner Sphere nation and made
it a staple of frontline BattleMech units. [EDITOR’S NOTE: While
the rest of the Age of War section presents illustrations of the
full-production primitive-models, I felt it appropriate to include
the original primitive Mackie, as the very first ’Mech.]
But while other nations quickly sought to shed
their Mackies for domestically designed BattleMechs, the
Hegemony remained respectful of the original design.
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Hegemony militias continued to generate surprising successes with later models of the ’Mech, defeating endless
attempts to completely take it out of service.
Capabilities
When the Lyrans successfully stole plans for the Mackie,
the Terran Hegemony strove to maintain its technological
advantage. Interim solutions included upgrades for existing equipment. The prolific Mackie was, of course, a beneficiary of these upgrades, which were also slated for the
forthcoming crop of late twenty-fifth century BattleMechs.
Those advances kept the Mackie on the battlefield for decades longer than anticipated.
The boxy chassis readily accepted more compact engines and gyroscopes, while it was easy to string the frame
with more efficient myomers and replace the experimental
armor with refined composites. The late-twenty-fifth century
myomers even allowed a lighter engine to maintain the same
speed. The resulting MSK-7 series was a very credible assault
’Mech before such a concept really existed in military service.
The MSK-8 “series” was a catchall Hegemony designation for
the many MSK-6S chasses customized with improved technology by multitudinous Hegemony owners.
What became the standard Hegemony militia model,
the MSK-9H, was an outgrowth of the MSK-7 series and included numerous trivial reliability improvements. It paired
a massive autocannon (the ’Mech-killing Imperator Zeta)
with twin PPCs, though updated to Donals. The alreadyimpressive sensors were upgraded further to make it an
excellent anti-insurgency unit, while CASE protected the
Zeta’s sizable ammo bay.
Those militia customers were also on the front lines
of defense against Amaris’s forces in 2766, meaning few
Mackies survived to 2768. Amaris detested the Mackie for
a number of reasons (its production lines could be better
used for more advanced assault ’Mechs and “primitive”
Mackies handed his forces several galling defeats during
the Coup). Kerensky barely found one hundred to take on
the Exodus, and half of those were scrap.
Deployment
Built in an era when obsolete military vehicles were
scrapped when their replacements arrived, the Mackie’s
endurance is surprising. However, the Hegemony’s pride
in the first BattleMech and the Mackie’s battlefield successes kept it in service with Hegemony militias for

centuries. It was well known, it used simple and widely
available components, and it benefited from extensive
aftermarket support that kept a few hundred in service
until the twenty-eighth century. Additionally, Skobel
MechWorks periodically manufactured small quantities on secondary production lines for its remaining
Hegemony militia customers.
The MSK-9H was the common militia model, and most
Hegemony militias refitted their Mackies to this standard
in the twenty-seventh century, though with components
from varying manufacturers.
With the only surviving Mackie factories on Terra and
virtually no operable Mackies in House service, the Mackie
did not remain in production through the Succession Wars
like its twenty-fifth century contemporaries, the Archer,
Wasp, Thunderbolt, and others.
Variants
The battlefield prototype, the MSK-5S, and the production model MSK-6S included notably primitive equipment, like an over-sized engine and archaic cockpit.
The MSK-7 series covered new factory models from
the late twenty-fifth century, mostly built around a powerful autocannon and a number of heavy energy weapons.
The MSK-8 “series” was a grab bag of MSK-6S retrofits
in numerous forms. The typical MSK-8B is virtually identical to the MSK-9H except for slightly heavier armor, an
additional heat sink, and its origins as a retrofit rather than
a new build.
The MSK-9H only constitutes a rough standard for
Hegemony militia units. With the huge wealth of the
Hegemony, militias had access to very advanced technology, and the Mackie’s Ford Super H chassis proved easy
to customize.
Notable MechWarriors
Colonel Charles Kincaid: Though Colonel Kincaid was immortalized as the first MechWarrior, history often forgets
that he was a member of the rich and powerful Kincaid
family, who had vested interests in a number of weapons
firms. Kincaid also enjoyed a close association with the
Hegemony’s ruling family. Charges of favoritism aside,
Kincaid proved himself at the controls of the experimental
BattleMech and went on to command a ’Mech company in
the 801st Heavy Armored Regiment.

MSK-9H Mackie
Type: Mackie
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 100
Battle Value: 2,022
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:			
10
Engine:
300		
19
Walking MP:
3
Running MP:
5
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
20		
10
Gyro:			
3
Cockpit:			
3
Armor Factor:
304		
19
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
31
50
Center Torso (rear)		
11
R/L Torso
21
32
R/L Torso (rear)		
10
R/L Arm
17
34
R/L Leg
21
41
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Critical	Tonnage
2 PPC
LA
6
14
Beagle Active Probe
LT
2
1.5
2 Medium Lasers
CT
2
2
AC/20
RA
10
14
Ammo (AC) 20
RT
4
4
CASE
RT
1
.5

assault ’Mechs
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SB-27 sabre
light aerospace

Mass: 25 tons
Chassis: Inazuma SI-32
Power Plant: Nissan 225
Armor: Nimakachi Type 3
Armament:
3 Tronel II Medium Lasers
Manufacturer: Wakazashi Enterprises,
		
Lockheed/CBM, Jalastar Aerospace
Primary Factory: Kervil (Wakazashi),
		
Donegal (Lockheed/CBM), Panpour (Jalastar)
Communications System: BipStar 49-G
Targeting and Tracking System: Ki-II TTS
Overview
The longest-serving fighter in the Combine navy,
the Sabre series has its origins in the fledgling Alliance of
Galedon. A solid design, it received little attention due to
its singular role as a garrison unit. What the Sabre is now
known for is one of the greatest corporate spy rings propagated on four nations for nearly four hundred years.
The Raimei facility on Galedon formed a close-knit relationship with the Kurita family. Indeed, Shiro Kurita was a
prominent shareholder of the company. The quiet partnership between the family and Raimei helped set the stage
for one of the Combine’s greatest intelligence projects.
During the rise of the Terran Hegemony, Raimei saw
opportunities to increase their market share in several
areas of production. And the Kurita family saw opportunities to gain intelligence on their rivals.
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By 2572, Raimei had built and opened up a Sabre production facility in every Great House and two Periphery nations, running them all as semi-independent facilities. By
2676, each also had become a clearinghouse for ISF spies;
valuable intelligence was gathered, disseminated, and then
transmitted from each facility back to the Combine through
clandestine channels. During the years of the Succession
Wars, however, this invaluable spy network began to fray.
At times, various ISF Directors managed to stabilize the network, but when Raimei collapsed financially in 2814, the
subsequent buy-outs of the facilities by the local partnerships severely damaged the intelligence ring.
The “Raimei Ring” sputtered sporadically into the 31st
century; the last intel report was received by the ISF in 3019.
However, the elaborate operation remained a Combine secret until the Blakist White-Out, when it was fully revealed
in a series of Blakist rantings before the HPG network was
restored. This recent revelation has sent ripples of distrust
between politicians and corporations which possess satellite facilities in other nations.
Capabilities
Because the SB-26 only carried two tons of fuel, its
operational range was limited and rarely used in convoys or fighter screens. When compared to other fighters
of the time, it was exceptionally fast and maneuverable.
As technology climbed, lighter fusion engine weights allowed Raimei to install an engine that gave the SB-27
greater thrust capabilities and twice the fuel reserves.
Breakthroughs in aerospace armor also gave the fighter the
same protection for less weight, which meant the original
weapons complement did not change.
The SB-27 became the planetary defense fighter of
choice for planetary militias, freeing up other, better-armed
fighters to handle attack and fleet duties. As technology
broke down during the Succession Wars, these newer fighters became increasingly important and Sabres were used
to fill gaps in planetary defenses. It was not uncommon to
find a lone Samarkand carrier defending a system loaded
with nothing but Sabres, providing a sizeable obstacle for
attacking forces to sweep aside.

Deployment
Because of Raimei’s secret agreement with the ISF,
SB-27 Sabres became common throughout the Inner Sphere
and were found in some numbers within most planetary
garrisons. As the Succession Wars ground down Raimei’s facilities, only four remained to be bought out by local corporations such as Lockheed/CBM, Jalastar Aerospace, Majesty
Metals and Pinard Protectorates Limited.
Variants
The Sabre received an upgrade in the Terran Hegemony
in 2753, when Raimei/Lockheed on Outreach produced a
limited-run SB-28. This variant mounted a newer extralight engine, freeing up space for an extended-range laser
in the nose and leaving the venerable medium laser in the
wing ports. Ferro-aluminum armor gave the fighter better
protection, and several squadrons were produced for the
Hegemony Navy. Surprisingly, this variant was not shared
among Raimei’s other facilities, most likely bowing to
Hegemony political pressure at the time.
The Donegal facility recently acquired the schematics for this variant from the Kell Hounds (likely from the
Wolves-in-Exile) and has restarted their production lines
to build them for the mercenaries.
Upgrades
Wakazashi recently acquired new schematics to a prototype Sabre and celebrated its return to the Combine in
3068 on Kervil. The SB-29 mounts a light PPC in the nose
and a pair of extended-range medium lasers in the wings.
DCA pilots have become reacquainted to this fast, nimble
fighter and it is quickly supplanting older aerospace assets
within the Admiralty.
Notable Pilots
Coordinator Shiro Kurita: The First Coordinator of the
Draconis Combine, Shiro Kurita flew occasionally as a hobby.
At his request, Lord Kurita flew the first SB-26 that rolled out
of the assembly hanger. The Sabre flown by the Coordinator
has never been flown since; it resides in the Cultural History
Center in Yamashiro on New Samarkand.

SB-27 sabre
Type: Sabre
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 25
Battle Value: 574
Equipment			Mass
Engine:
225		
10
Safe Thrust:
11
Maximum Thrust:
17
Structural Integrity:
11
Heat Sinks:
10		
0
Fuel:
400		
5
Cockpit:			
3
Armor Factor:
64		
4
		
Armor
		
Value
Nose
19
Wings
15/15
Aft
15

light aerospace

Weapons and Ammo	Location	Tonnage	Heat	SRV	MRV	LRV	ERV
Medium Laser
Nose
1
3
5
—
—
—
Medium Laser
RW
1
3
5
—
—
—
Medium Laser
LW
1
3
5
—
—
—
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Prometheus Combat Support BridgeLayer
support VEHICLES

Many critics of over-reliance on BattleMechs, typically
conventional vehicle commanders who became generals,
began to worry about their reputation (and budgets) as
the feasibility of large BattleMech formations was proven
time and time again. In response, several Federated Suns
generals began working on programs to help conventional
forces mitigate the advantages BattleMechs held. Most notable was the ability of BattleMechs to bypass terrain that
conventional vehicles could not, such as destroyed bridges,
rivers, and the occasional steep crater.
When these generals put out a call for bids in 2471 for
anything that could help their cause, Olympus Construction
Vehicles of Fallon II submitted a design. This vehicle, the
Prometheus Combat Support Bridgelayer, was designed
to assist conventional forces in bypassing otherwise impassable terrain features by going over them. The design
mounted a fusion engine along with ten tons of ’Mechgrade armor, could keep pace with the heavier ground forces, and carried token weaponry including a sizeable longrange missile rack and an energy weapon. Its key feature is
a pair of side-mounted folding heavy bridgelayers, capable
of laying down two thirty-meter spans that each could support ninety tons of friendly forces. The Prometheus can also

carry a platoon of infantry, typically combat engineers, who
can assist not only in the installation of the bridge, but also
can take part in a wide variety of combat operations such
as demolition of enemy fortifications and mine clearing.
Extra space for supplies and replacement beams were also
included to repair any bridges damaged in the battle.
Often regarded as an inferior tank, the Prometheus was
generally ignored in battle, allowing it to carry out its mission
unhindered. Despite its contribution to conventional ground
warfare, the Prometheus never became a priority target in
most cases, allowing large numbers to survive until the
modern day, despite the manufacturer’s destruction by a
Kuritan invasion force in the First Succession War.
While the Prometheus would not be enough to save
the conventional tank from losing its title of “King of the
Battlefield” to the BattleMech, the capabilities of the
Prometheus did not completely vanish with the proliferation of BattleMechs. Even though ’Mechs could traverse
more rugged terrain, there were still hundred of thousands
of conventional vehicles serving both offensive and defensive purposes. Additionally, some of the newer BattleMechs
lacked either the jump jets or the speed that would help
them move through water or traverse some gaps in terrain,
and they still needed the services of the Prometheus.
In recent years, Olympus has resurfaced to fill a perceived shortage of dedicated bridgelayers in the AFFS, and
the company has offered up many of their older designs,
including the Prometheus, during the reconstruction period that followed the Federated Commonwealth Civil War.
Prometheus CSBs can be found in many Federated Suns
systems that have sizeable conventional militia forces, and
the tanks are independently attached to almost every RCT
in the Suns TO&E. While many are of recent manufacture,
there are a small number of the original production run still
in existence.
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Type: Prometheus Combat Support BridgeLayer
Chassis Type: Tracked (Medium)
Mass: 75 tons
Equipment Rating: D/E-E-E/E
Battle Value: 747
Equipment			Mass
Chassis/Controls:			
17
Engine/Trans:
Fusion		
13
Type:
Tracked
Cruising MP:
3
Flank MP:
5
Heat Sinks:
3		
3
Fuel		
N/A		
0
Turret:			
0
Armor Factor (Bar 10):
154		
10
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Front
8
40
R/L Side
8/8
40/40
Rear
8
34
Weapons and Ammo	Location	Tonnage
Medium Laser
Front
1
LRM 15
Front
7
Ammo (LRM) 8
Body
1
Heavy Bridgelayer
Left
6
Heavy Bridgelayer
Right
6
Advanced Fire Control
Body
1
Crew: 8 (2 officers, 2 enlisted/non-rated, 4 gunners)
Cargo:
Infantry Compartment (5 tons)
5 tons standard		

1 Door (Rear)

Notes: Features Armored Chassis and Controls Modification

Prometheus Combat Support BridgeLayer

support vehicles
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